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Abstract

The concept of support is of paramount importance in mining rules
or other patterns from datasets. While the definition of support in trans-
action databases is intuitive and simple, that is not the case in graph
datasets and databases. Most mining algorithms require the support of
a pattern to be no greater than that of its subpatterns, a property called
admissibility (also called anti-monotonicity). This paper examines the
requirements for admissibility of a support measure. Support measures
for mining graphs are usually based on the notion of an instance graph - a
graph representing all the instances of the pattern in a database and their
intersection properties. Necessary and sufficient conditions for support
measure admissibility, based on operations on instance graphs, are devel-
oped and proved. The sufficient conditions are used to prove admissibility
of one support measure - the size of the independent set in the instance
graph. Conversely, the necessary conditions are used to quickly show that
some other support measures (e.g. weighted count of instances) are not
admissible.

Keywords: Data mining, Frequent patterns, Graphs, Support mea-
sure

1 Introduction

The primary goal of datamining is to discover interesting patterns in data. Since
patterns that appear frequently may be interesting or important, a primitive
sub-task in achieving this goal is answering the question: how frequently does
pattern P appear in a dataset D? (We use the term dataset throughout the
paper, to cover all sorts of data, including data in relational databases, semi-
structured databases, web data, etc.) A similar question is: does the pattern
P appear frequently in dataset D? The answer to these questions is then used
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to decide whether a pattern is interesting, either individually or in relation to
other patterns. Usually the frequency of a pattern P is called the support of P
(in D). An early appearance of this was in the classical paper by Agrawal et.
al. on mining association rules [1].

Thus, a count of the number of pattern appearances in the dataset is a method
commonly used to define the support measure. In the simplest case, a pattern
is a set of items, and the dataset D is a set of transactions. The standard
measure of support for itemsets in the literature is as follows. Let D be a set of
transactions, and I =< i1, ..., ik > be an item set. The support S of the itemset

in the dataset is defined as S(I) = |t|t∈D,<i1,...,ik>∈t|
|D| .

Usually in datamining tasks, a number 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1, called the minimum support

threshold is provided to the system. An itemset I that has S(I) ≥ σ is called
frequent.

Defined in this manner, the support of an item set I is always not greater than

the support of any of the subsets of I. This fundamental property of the
support measure is important, because it is intuitively appealing, but also be-
cause of the following obvious corollary: an itemset I can be frequent, only
if all of the subsets of I are frequent. The latter property (alternately called
the Apriori principle, anti-monotonicity, or downward closure, in varied related
work (Ng et al. [21]) has been of major importance in numerous datamining
algorithms, used to prune candidate patterns and greatly improve performance.
This property is the de-facto standard assumption for algorithms, which rely
heavily on anti-monotonicity. These algorithms range from the a-priori algo-
rithm for structured data [1] to algorithms for mining paths [4], trees [30] and
graphs [15].

Since data sets in many applications are not limited to transaction databases,
and patterns are not limited to itemsets, a more general notion of support is
required. A simple generalization of the scheme used in transaction databases
is the following: The support of a pattern P in a dataset D is a measure of
frequency of the instances of P in D. A support measure is a function S :
D×P → R+ ∪{0} that for each pattern P in dataset D provides its support, a
non-negative real number. A pattern P is called frequent if its support measure
S(P ) is greater than or equal to a support threshold TS (for conciseness, we
drop reference to the dataset D when unambiguously understood). Definitions
of support in many types of datasets also usually observe the above fundamental
property of support measures. The importance of the fundamental property of
support measures (a.k.a. anti-monotonicity or downward closure) for itemsets
indicates its general applicability, leading to the following definition:

Definition 1 (admissible support measure) A support measure S is ad-

missible if for every dataset D and pattern P we have S(P ) ≥ 0, and for every
pattern P ′ such that P ′ ⊆ P (meaning that P ′ is a subpattern of P ) we have
S(P ′) ≥ S(P ).

Although for itemsets and transaction databases, the obvious definition of sup-
port is admissible, it is not obvious that this is the case for other types of pat-
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terns. Specifically, realizing that in data on the world-wide-web and in object
databases, topology is meaningful, a datamining task that has been of increasing
interest in the community is to find frequent patterns (subgraphs) in a dataset
(a large graph). In this case, there are several different intuitive ways to define
support, but not all of them are admissible, as is shown in the next subsection.

Whereas in the past, data mining was mainly applied to structured data and
flat files, there is growing interest in mining and discovering frequent patterns
in semi-structured data such as web data ([12, 30, 3]), chemical compounds
data [31] or biological data [24]. In this paper, our goal is analysis of formal
properties of the support measure, rather than graph mining algorithms. After
formally defining the notion of an instance of a pattern in the dataset, we find
necessary and sufficient conditions for admissibility (in the sense of the above
definition) of a support measure. Our results are applicable to both directed
and undirected graphs, and to both labeled and unlabeled graphs. An intuitive
support measure - size of maximum independent set (MIS) - is proposed and
shown to be admissible. In a related paper [28], the MIS measure is shown to
be useful as a major component of an apriori-based algorithm for graph mining.
Other support measures defined in the literature are examined in light of our
results, as well as the generalization of our result beyond the graph mining
domain.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related
work briefly. Section 3 defines the notions of a graph pattern instances and
instance graphs, and examines the intuitive definitions of support for graphs.
Section 4 defines operations on instance graphs, and uses them to show our
main result, the necessary and sufficient conditions for admissibility. Section 5
shows that an intuitive support measure based on the size of the independent
set is admissible, examines other support schemes, and discusses generalizations
of our results.

2 Related Work

Although the support measure is a very common measure in data mining, there
are almost no attempts to define it generally as is done in this paper. As men-
tioned before, the common support measure is defined for transaction databases
as the ratio of the number of transactions containing an itemset to the total num-
ber of transactions in the database [1]. Obviously, this measure is admissible.

In [4] Chen et al. define a support measure for mining web traversals in a form
of trees. Each transaction is a tree, and the support of a subtree is defined as
the number of transactions containing the subtree, but with the restriction that
only transactions with trees which are not included in other transactions are
counted (this is a very special restriction which is quite difficult to generalize).
It is easy to show that because of the special structure of trees, this measure is
admissible.

Wang et. al. [30] discuss the mining of frequent structures of documents in
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another form of trees. They are interested only in rooted tree patterns and
define support as the number of occurrences of such (maximal) trees in a set of
documents. Again, this measure is obviously admissible.

The most related papers on graph mining are Kuramochi [15] and Han [11]. In
both papers, the support is defined as in transaction databases. Each trans-
action is a graph, and the support is defined as the number of transactions
containing the pattern graph (no matter how many times). Again, it is obvious
that this support measure is admissible. It is also obvious that this measure is
not appropriate for a dataset defined as a single graph, because such a support
measure can only result in values of either 0 or 1 in this case, no matter how
many times the simple pattern occurs in the large graph. Earlier papers on
graph mining and their applications are [4, 16, 30, 15, 11]. Paper [31] uses a
hashing approach, first introduced in [24], to obtain an approximate number of
a subgraphs (unique up to several graph-modifying operations) matching the
given pattern.

The only other work which uses other notions of support that we know of in the
context of graph mining, besides our own [27, 28, 29, 26], is that of M. Kuramochi
[14] which was published later. There, the concept of single graph setting is
defined, and the paper proposes to use the measure which we presented in [28],
namely the maximum independent set measure. An interesting contribution of
[14] is that the value of the support measure may be dynamic or adaptive, but
the definition itself does not change. As far as we know, the current paper is the
first attempt to define a general notion of support, especially for graph mining,
and prove its admissibility and related properties.

3 Instance Graphs and Basic Support Measures

We begin with several assumptions about patterns and datasets, used in most
of this paper. Henceforth, a pattern is assumed to be a labeled graph, either
directed or undirected. A dataset is another (usually much larger) graph of the
same type as the pattern. Although we assume in our derivation that labels,
if they exist, are attached to nodes, all of our results apply for edge-labeled
graphs as well. Labels are from some finite alphabet Σ. We also allow (and use
in our proofs) unlabeled graphs, as these are equivalent to a special case where
| Σ |= 1.

3.1 Instances and Instance Graphs

Let D = (VD,ED,LD) be a (not necessarily connected) labeled graph, and P =
(VP , EP , LP ) be the pattern for which we are searching (with V, E being vertex
and edge sets, respectively, and L the labeling functions from V to Σ, and with
subscripts denoting the respective graphs).

Definition 2 Subgraph G of D is an instance of P in D just when there exists
a label-preserving isomorphism between P and G.
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Note that according to definition 2, instances of P in D are allowed to overlap,
but two instances that have exactly the same set of edges and same set of vertices
are considered to be the same instance. Let M be the set of all instances of
P in D (i.e. subgraphs of D that are label isomorphic to G). Two instances
G1, G2 ∈ M are said to be intersecting, denoted by G1 ∧ G2, if they have at
least one edge in common. If the instances do not have an edge intersection in
D, this is denoted by G1‖DG2.

Definition 3 (Instance Graph) For a pattern P its instance graph in D, denoted
IP (D), is an undirected graph (VP , EP ), with exactly one node standing for each
instance of P in D. Denote by µ the mapping from nodes in VP to instances
(subgraphs of D). The edges in the instance graph are EP = {{u, v}|µ(u)∧µ(v)}.
(That is, an edge in the instance graph exists just when the respective instances
intersect, see Figure 1 for example).

When the dataset D is unambiguously understood, we sometimes omit D for
brevity and use IP to denote IP (D).

Definition 4 (Subpattern) Let D be a labeled graph, P a graph pattern, and
p a subgraph of P , denoted by p ⊂ P . We call p a subpattern of P . Likewise,
we refer to P as a superpattern of p.

In the rest of the paper, P and p denote respectively a pattern and its subpattern
in D. By definition, there exists a mapping µ from nodes of IP to subgraphs of
D, and from nodes of Ip to subgraphs of D. Let u ∈ IP and v ∈ Ip. Whenever D
and µ are implicitly understood, we denote the subgraph relation µ(v) ⊂ µ(u)
between instances in D, by v ⊂ u.

3.2 Intuitive Support Measures for Graphs

When considering graph patterns, we interpret set inclusion (as used in Defi-
nition 1) as the subgraph relationship. Therefore a support measure for graph
patterns is admissible if the support for a graph patten P is never strictly greater
than the support of any of its subgraphs.

The most intuitive support measure is the number of instances of the pattern in
a dataset. This measure, however, is not admissible. Figure 1 shows a dataset
that contains 3 instances of pattern A and only one instance of pattern B, while
B ⊆ A.

Another intuitive support measure that turns out not to be admissible is to
count the number of possible isomorphisms between the pattern P and the
subgraphs of D. This is equivalent to counting the instances, and multiplying
the result by the number of automorphisms of P . Again, the database in figure
1 is a counterexample, since |Aut(B)| = 6 and |Aut(A) = 4| (where Aut(P ) is
the set of automorphisms of graph P ). Thus, the support of A is 12, which is
greater than 6, the support of B.

Clearly, admissible support measures exist - for example, any positive constant
function is admissible. However, such a trivial support measure is less than
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B Database graph  - appears once

A - appears 3 times, but not independently Instance graph of A

Figure 1: Graph pattern support

useful for graph mining. We discuss admissible support measures that are also
intuitive in Section 5.

4 Conditions for Admissibility

Our conditions for admissibility are based on instance graphs. Essentially, our
main result (formally stated later on) is paraphrased as follows: an (instance-
graph based) support measure is admissible if and only if it is non-decreasing
under some operations on the instance graph.

The motivation for these operations is that it is often easier to show that a
support measure fulfills the conditions of the theorem, than to show admissibility
of a measure by definition of admissibility. We begin by defining the operations
used in our conditions for admissibility.

4.1 Operations on Instance Graphs

We define the following three operations on graphs: clique contraction (clique
is defined as fully connected subgraph), node addition, and edge removal. Refer
to Figure 2 for examples of these operations. All the operations are assumed
to be on an undirected, unlabeled, graph G = (V,E), as we only use them on
instance graphs.

Definition 4 (Clique Contraction) Clique contraction operates on a subgraph
of G forming a clique K = (VK , EK) in G, resulting in a graph G′ = (V ′, E′)
as follows. Let k be an arbitrary node in VK representing the contracted clique.
The graph G′ resulting from clique contraction has the nodes V’=V\VK ∪{k} ,
and the edges E′ = {{u, v}|u, v ∈ V ′}∪ {{v, k} | v ∈ V ′, ∀u ∈ VK (v, u) ∈ E}.

Intuitively, clique K is contracted into a single node k, which remains adjacent
only to those vertices of V that were adjacent to every node of K in G. This
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(b) edge removal

(b) node addition(a) clique contraction

Figure 2: Examples of operations on instance graphs

definition applies to any clique, not necessarily a maximum clique. For the sake
of uniformity, a subgraph consisting of a single node is considered to be a clique,
and in this case clique contraction does not change the graph.

Definition 5 (Node Addition) Node addition operates on G and a new node u
that is not in G, resulting in a new graph G′ = (V ′, E) whose node and edge
sets are V ′ = V ∪ {u} , u /∈ V and E′ = E ∪ {(u, v) | v ∈ V }.

Intuitively, node addition adds a new node to the graph, that has an edge with
all other nodes in the graph.

Definition 6 (Edge Removal) Edge removal removes an edge e from G. The
resulting graph is G′ = (V,E′) where E′ = E \ {e}.

Figure 2 shows some examples of these operations.

4.2 Sufficient Conditions for Admissibility

We formulate a sufficient condition for support measure admissibility in terms
of operations on the instance graph. We restrict the discussion to support
functions defined on the instance graph topology and combinatorics, as in the
following remark (that is, the function can take into account anything that is
based on node counts, edges between nodes, etc. but is not allowed to treat two
nodes differently based on any node labels or identity, such as the identity of
the instances the nodes represent in the dataset).

Remark 3.5. For every dataset D and pattern P , a support function f(P,D)
evaluates to a number in R+. Whenever, for every pair (P,D), the instance
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graph IP of P in D is defined unambiguously (as we have done for graph patterns
and datasets), we define the induced support function f(IP ) = f(P,D). We
henceforth refer to the induced function, which we denote by f(IP ), instead of
referring to f(P,D).

Theorem 1. A positive valued function f(IP ) is an admissible support measure
over graph patterns if it is non-decreasing under all of the following operations
on IP :

(A1) Clique contraction: k =Contract(K), where K is a clique, and k is the
node representing the clique after the contraction operator.

(A2) Node addition: v =Add(), where v is the new node added by the operator.

(A3) Edge removal: Remove(e), where e is an edge to be removed.

Proof (outline):

We prove that Ip can be obtained from IP by applying only the operations A1,
A2, A3. Thus, any function on instance graphs that does not decrease under
these operations is admissible, since its value on Ip is greater than or equal to
its value on IP . The proof is constructive: given any arbitrary instance graphs
of a pattern and subpattern (as well as an arbitrary instance mapping function
µ) we construct the sequence of operations leading from IP to Ip, such that the
mapping µ is not violated.

Proof (details):

Let IP = (VP , EP ) and Ip = (Vp, Ep), and let µ be the mapping from nodes of
the instance graphs to the actual instances (subgraphs of the dataset D). We
define the mapping

SubInstances : VP → 2Vp as follows: SubInstances(u) = {v ∈ Vp | µ(v) ⊂ µ(u)}.

In other words, SubInstances(u) is a set of all the subinstances of the instance
u (actually, the above refers to the nodes in the respective instance graphs
representing these instances). Similarly, let us define

SuperInstance : Vp → 2VP as follows:
SuperInstances(v) = {u ∈ VP | µ(v) ⊂ µ(u)}.

Intuitively, SuperInstances(v) is the set of all superinstances that contain a
subinstance v.

In general, the sequence of operations will be to

1. start from IP ,

2. then perform clique contractions and node additions in order to get the
nodes Vp of graph Ip and
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3. perform edge deletions as necessary.

In the construction process, we will use the graph IpP = (VpP , VpP ), initially
equal to IP , and modify it, as well as construct a partial mapping λ from IpP

to Ip, such that at the end of the process λ will be an isomorphism. We also
construct a new instance mapping function π and show that it is consistent with
µ under the constructed isomorphism. (For conciseness, we do not index these
mappings by the step number, because the mapping of a node never changes
after it is first defined. For every instance graph node v we use π(v) = ⊥, and
λ(v) = ⊥ to indicate that the respective mapping is currently undefined for v).
Intuitively, π is a mapping from nodes of IpP to the instances of the subpattern
p in the database. Its "job" is to show that at the end of the process IpP is
indeed isomorphic to Ip.

As stated above, the sequence of operations begins with a sequence of clique
contractions. During clique contraction steps we will also use a list of “marked”
nodes (from IP ) at each step, denoted marked, and a list of “covered” nodes
from Ip, denoted covered. Construction proceeds as follows:

1. Let IpP = IP , marked= φ and covered= φ, and for every node v ∈ VP

set π(v) = λ(v) = ⊥.

2. Let u be a node in Ip \ covered, such that V = SuperInstances(u) \
marked is non-empty. If there is no such node u, go to step 4.

3. Let k = Contract(clique(V )) in IpP (changing IpP as a side-effect),
marked = marked ∪ V , covered = covered ∪ {u}, λ(k) = u, and
π(k) = µ(u), and go to step 2.
/* clearly V is a clique since each node contains the same u */

4. For all u in Ip\covered, do:

(a) Add a unique new node v to IpP using the operator v = Add().

(b) Let λ(v) = u, and π(v) = µ(u).

5. For every edge e = {v, v′} ∈ IpP such that π(v)‖Dπ(v′), do Remove(e)
from IpP .

Note that the algorithm has considerable non-determinism in step 2, but any
arbitrary selection of u at this step is sufficient. Clearly, IpP is constructed from
IP using only the required operations.

Figure 3 illustrates the construction algorithm. In Figure 3, (a) shows a (labeled,
undirected graph) dataset, with a pattern P shown in (b) and a subpattern p
shown in (c). The pattern P has 4 instances, three of which share at least one
edge in common (hence the instance graph IP shown in (d) contains a 3-clique),
and one edge-disjoint instance. The subpattern p also has 4 instances, with an
instance graph shown in (e). One instance mapping function consistent with the
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graphs is as follows (see 3(a) and (d)): µ(v1) is the pattern including the node
B at the bottom. µ(v3) and µ(v4) are the patterns consisting of the topmost
triangle (T4) and of the B nodes at the top, respectively. µ(v2) is the second
triangle from the top and the top-left B node. A consistent mapping for the
subpattern would be (see 3(a) and (e)): µ(u1) the bottom triangle (T1), and
µ(u2) is T2, the second triangle from bottom, µ(u3) is T3, the third triangle
from the bottom, and µ(u4) the top triangle, T4. Note how each instance has
an edge in common with other instances just as required by Ip.

Figure 3(f), (g) and (h) shows the instance graph transformations, as follows.

In step 2 of the algorithm, suppose that u = u4 is chosen. Its superinstances
are those represented by V = {v3, v4}. This clique is contracted in step 3,
(with the node representing the clique being k = v3) resulting in the graph
shown in Figure3(f). At this step, u4 is covered and {v3, v4} are marked. At
the next iteration, we might choose u3 (which is then added to covered), with
a superinstance v2, which is marked. Contracting a singleton clique does not
change the graph. At the final iteration, u1 is selected (and added to covered),
and its superinstance v1 is marked and contracted (again, no change in the
graph). There is no further iteration because u2, the only uncovered node, has
no superinstance, so we go to step 4.

In step 4, the only uncovered node is u2, and v =add_node() operation is done,
resulting in the graph depicted in Figure 3(g). Finally, in step 5, the edge at the
bottom is removed, resulting in the instance graph of Figure 3(h). Following the
mappings generated in the construction will show consistency of the mappings,
as well as the topology, to the instance graph Ip of Figure 3(e).

We need to show that the construction algorithm is correct in the general case -
starting with a loop invariant, needed later on in the proof. For ease of reference,
we will use a superscript to denote the graphs and sets just after iteration i,
with i = 0 to denote values before the first iteration. Thus, I0

pP = IP .

Loop invariant (steps 2, 3): an edge {v, w}, consisting of nodes from IP , is in
IpP at the end of step 3 unless one of the following conditions occurs:

1. Either v or w or both are are not in IpP .

2. The instances µ(w) and µ(v) have no edge intersections in D.

3. π(v) 6= ⊥or π(w) 6= ⊥, but not both (w.l.o.g. let π(w) 6= ⊥) and
π(w)‖Dµ(v). (i.e. node v outside the clique was not mapped yet, and
the superinstance represented by v does not intersect the subinstance rep-
resented by w.)

4. Both π(v) 6= ⊥and π(w) 6= ⊥, and π(w)‖Dπ(v). (I.e. the two nodes were
mapped to subinstances, but the subinstances do not intersect.)

The purpose of this invariant is basically to show that no required edges are
lost during any of the iterations. There may be redundant edges, but these are
immaterial, since edges can always be deleted later on by Remove() operations.
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Proof of invariant: See Appendix A.

We now show that IpP has the desired properties, i.e. that IpP is an instance
graph of pattern p in D, under the mapping π, and that it is isomorphic to Ip

with the mapping λ being the required isomorphism. Let us first consider the
nodes in v ∈ VpP :

Claim 1: For every instance g of p in D, there is a unique node v in IpP such
that π(v) = g, and a unique node u in Ip such that µ(u) = g and λ(v) = u.
Additionally, IpP contains no redundant nodes, i.e. for every v ∈ VpP there
exists an instance g of p in D such that π(v) = g.

Proof : The claim is proved by construction of IpP , as follows:

Existence of v follows from the fact that, by definition of Ip, there exists
a unique node u in Ip such that µ(u) = g, and from the following chain of
reasoning:

In step 3, an uncovered node u is added to covered just when some correspond-
ing unmarked node v is mapped to an instance of p, by setting π(v) = µ(u).
Node v is then marked, and thus is never removed (by any future Contract()
operations). This procedure ensures that all instances of p corresponding to
nodes of Ip in covered have corresponding nodes in IpP . All instances of p
not corresponding to nodes in the above covered set are explicitly mapped by
setting π(v) = µ(u) in step 4.

Non-redundancy of nodes in IpP follows from the fact that all unmarked
superinstances are contracted in step 3, and that all superinstances (instances
of P ) must each contain at least one subinstance (instance of p). Nodes added in
step 4 cannot be redundant, as they are added only for uncovered subinstances.

Uniqueness of the mapping also follows from the uniqueness property of the
mapping µ, w.r.t. Ip, and by the fact that the instance corresponding to a node
u in Ip is only mapped once by construction (once a node v such that λ(v) = u
is mapped, the node u is added to covered). Instances not corresponding to
nodes in covered have unique mappings by construction of step 4.

After observing that at the end of the construction all nodes of IP are in marked
(because every superinstance must include some subinstance), the same steps
are used to show that λ is a bijection from IpP to Ip, consistent with the instance
mappings µ and π. That is, λ(v) = u if and only if π(v) = µ(u).�

Claim 2: An edge {v, v′} is in IpP only if the instances π(v), π(v′) intersect.

Proof: Immediate, as edges violating the claim are explicitly removed in step
5. �

Claim 3: For every distinct pair of instances g, g′ of p, if g ∧ g′

then {π−1(g), π−1(g′)} is an edge in IpP .

Proof : The claim clearly holds for all edges incident on any node v of IpP

added in step 4, because in this step nodes are added by the Add() operator,
which also adds edges from v to all the other nodes in IpP . Let W be all the
other nodes in IpP , i.e. the set of nodes in IpP just before beginning step 4.
To prove the claim, it is now sufficient to show that all required edges between
nodes in W are in IpP .
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The nodes in W at this stage are exactly the nodes mapped by π in the loop
consisting of steps 2, 3. Observe that for these nodes, the loop invariant condi-
tion 4 applies, that is, there is no edge between nodes v, w ∈ W only if the edge
intersection in D between π(v) and π(w) is empty. This completes the proof of
the claim. �

Claims 1, 2, 3 show that IpP is isomorphic to Ip, as required. Let f be function
that satisfies the condition of the theorem. Since for every p ⊂ P the instance
graph Ip can be obtained from IP by using the three operations A1, A2, A3,
and thus f(Ip) ≥ f(IP ), f is an admissible support measure. �

4.3 Necessary Conditions for Admissibility

In this section, we show that the above sufficient conditions for admissibility are
also necessary, in the following sense.

Theorem 2. Let f be positive real-valued function defined on pattern in-
stance graphs. Then f(IP ) is an admissible support measure only if it is
non-decreasing under all of the operations: clique contraction, node addition,
and edge removal on IP .

Proof (outline): It is sufficient to show that there exists an instance graph,
a required operation, a pattern and subpattern, and a dataset conforming to
the instance graph and operation, to show that a support measure violating
the conditions is inadmissible. However, we prove the theorem in a stronger
sense. Given an arbitrary instance graph IP = (VP,EP ), and an arbitrary
required operation (clique contraction, node addition, or edge removal) on IP

(which results in a valid “sub-instance” graph Ip), we construct a pattern P ,
a subpattern p, and a dataset D, such that IP is the instance graph for P in
D, and Ip is the instance graph for the subpattern p in D. Thus, if a support
measure f ever decreases over any such operation (and for any instance graph),
there will always be a dataset, pattern, and subpattern, for which the support
of the subpattern is smaller than that of the superpatten, thus violating the
admissibility of f . �

Proof (details): In our construction, the form of the pattern and subpattern
will actually be almost fixed, and parametrized only based on the size and
degree of the instance graph. We begin by describing the patterns used in the
construction. In order to simplify the proof, we will used labeled undirected
graphs.

4.3.1 Auxiliary graphs and their intersections

We construct the required dataset from labeled graph patterns that have the
following structure.

Let δ = max {d(v) | v ∈ VP }. We define P to be the labeled graph pattern
as in Figure 4(a) with |VP | edges labeled (a, a) (the labels are actually on the
vertices, but we refer to edges labeled by pairs of labels as a shorthand for
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Figure 4: Pattern and subpattern

referring to edges with incident nodes labeled by the indicated pair of labels)
and δ edges labeled (d, d). Let p be a subpattern of P , the subgraph induced
by its (a, a)-edges and (a, b)-edges (see Figure 4(b)). For convenience, we call
each {a, a} edge a leg, and each {d, d} edge an arm. The subgraph consisting
of all the edges {a, a} and edges {a, b} of a pattern is called a bottom (part of
the pattern). We use the notation Bottom(P ) to denote the bottom subgraph
of P . Likewise, the subgraph consisting of all the edges {d, d} and edges {c, d}
of a pattern is called a top (part of the pattern). The corresponding function
Top(P ) is used to denote the top subgraph of P . The edge {b, c} in P is denoted
by Torso(P ). Thus, P has a top (which in turn has d arms), a torso, and a
bottom (which in turn has |V (IP )| legs). The subpattern p has just the bottom
part. The same terms will also be used to refer to such subgraphs of instances
in the dataset D.

We define several ways in which instances will be allowed to overlap in the
dataset D (these modes will also be called intersection modes). It is sufficient
to explain these overlap types for two instances of P and/or p, denoted by G1,
G2, and g1 (see Figure 5).

(I1) (Full) Bottom overlap: Bottom(G1) = Bottom(G2). This type of inter-
section is used to indicate that G1 and G2 are adjacent in IP , but (since p
is all bottom) the respective instances of p are all the same instance, thus
correspond to a single node in Ip.

(I2) (Partial) Leg overlap: Bottom(G1) and Bottom(G2) overlap at exactly one
leg (i.e. have a single common edge). This type of intersection indicates
that G1 and G2 are adjacent in IP , and that the respective subpattern
instances are distinct and adjacent in Ip.
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(I3) (Partial) Arm Overlap: Top(G1) and Top(G2) overlap at exactly one arm
(i.e. have a single common edge). This type of intersection indicates
that G1 and G2 are adjacent in IP , and that the respective subpattern
instances are distinct and not adjacent in Ip. Such overlaps will be used
to represent edges deleted by an operation.

(I4) Truncated (Partial) Leg Overlap: g1 and Bottom(G1) overlap at exactly
one leg (i.e. have a single common edge). This type of intersection indi-
cates that g1 is not a part of any superinstance, but its representation in
Ip is adjacent to a node in Ip representing a subinstance that is part of
some superinstance G1.

During the construction of the dataset, all intersections of types I2, I3, I4 are
subject to the intersection condition: for instances G1, G2, G3 of P or p, if
G1 intersects G2 at edge e, and G2 intersects G3 at edge f , then e 6= f . Note
that the number of arms and legs of the patterns is specified as sufficiently large
such that this condition can always be met in the construction. Additionally,
the patterns and dataset is constructed such that no “unintended” instances
appear. For a formal proof of these properties, see Appendix B.

4.3.2 Construction of the dataset

In this section, we construct the dataset for any given instance graph IP and
any given required operation of type A1, A2, or A3. In all cases, the dataset
D consists of |VP | instances of P , and the requisite number of instances of p.
The construction differs mostly in the way the pattern instances are made to
intersect. When constructing overlaps, the actual construction is arbitrary as
long as the intersection condition is obeyed. For each of the three operation
types, we construct the dataset D such that IP is the instance graph of P in
D, and that the Ip obtained by the operation is the instance graph of the sub-
pattern p in D. Intuitively it is clear why the construction below should work.
For a formal proof see Appendix B.

Construction for A1 - clique contraction Let IP be an arbitrary undi-
rected graph. Let K be the contracted clique, V be the set of the nodes in
contracted clique, and k be the node representing the clique (and remaining
after contraction).

Let Ip be the undirected graph resulting from the operation k = contract(K) in
IP . The dataset DA1 consists of |VP | instances of P , such that |V | of them (the
ones corresponding to the contracted clique) intersect by (full) bottom overlap
(this creates kind of a “star” figure.) The intersections among the other instances
are determined by IP as follows. Let v, w ∈ VP \ V . The instances represented
by v and w have a leg overlap just when {v, w} ∈ EP . Now, partition the set of
nodes VP \V into VA, the set of nodes adjacent to k after the contraction (in IP ,
these nodes are adjacent to all nodes in V ), and VO, the set of nodes not adjacent
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to k after the contraction. For every v ∈ VA, let the instance represented by v
have a leg overlap with the instance represented by k. For every v ∈ VO and
w ∈ V such that {v, w} ∈ EP , let the respective instances have an arm overlap.
(Intuition: consider an edge {v, w} ∈ EP . Clearly, if v ∈ VO, then {v, w} does
not appear in Ep since arm overlap does not affect p, while if v ∈ VA the edge
remains in Ep because a leg overlap indicates intersection in Ip as well.)

Construction for A2 - node addition Let IP be an arbitrary undirected
graph, u = Add(), and Ip be the graph resulting from this node-addition opera-
tion. The dataset DA2 consists of |VP | instances of P (each also containing one
instance of p), and one additional instance p that corresponds to u, with the
intersections among instances determined by IP as follows. For all v, w ∈ VP ,
the respective instances have a leg overlap just when {v, w} ∈ EP . The instance
of p corresponding to u has a truncated (partial) leg overlap with all other in-
stances. (Clearly the leg overlaps will result in the required edges in Ep, but
the edges do not appear in EP because there is no instance of P containing this
instance of p.)

Construction for A3 - edge removal Let IP be an arbitrary undirected
graph, and Ip the graph resulting from Remove(e), with e = {v, v′} the removed
edge. The dataset DA3 consists just of |VP | instances of P (each also containing
one instance of p), with the intersections among instances determined by IP as
follows. For all u,w ∈ VP , the respective instancesµ(u) have a leg overlap just
when {u,w} ∈ EP − {e}, and an arm overlap just for the instances represented
by v and v′. (Clearly an edge resulting from an arm overlap does not exist in
Ep.) �

Although the construction above appears contrived, in the sense that the re-
quired patters appear large, this is done in order to simplify the proof. For
example, the requirement for |VP | legs is done in order to support node addi-
tion, which adds a node (representing a subpattern) adjacent to all other nodes.
However, for practical patterns and datasets, the node addition would immedi-
ately be followed by deleting most of the additional edges since real-life graphs
tend to be sparse. Thus the inadmissibility of a measure that violates the con-
dition for being non-decreasing under node addition would show up in practice
for much simpler patterns.

From the proof of Theorem 2, the following potentially useful corollary follows
immediately:
Corollary: Every graph is an instance graph, i.e for every graph G one can
construct a dataset graph D and a pattern P such that G is the instance graph
of P in D.
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5 Discussion

In this section, we examine non-trivial admissible support measures, compare re-
lated work, and discuss additional types of datasets (other than graphs) where
our results apply. First, consider the support measure. As shown in Section
3.2, simply counting instances is not admissible. This is due to the fact that
instances can share edges: since superpatterns have more edges than the sub-
pattern, this potentially creates additional partially overlapped instances for the
superpattern.

5.1 Independent Set

The above observation on edge sharing between instances leads to the following
intuition: count instances, but do not allow instances which overlap into the
count. There are numerous ways to do this, but one obvious method is to find the
a set of non-overlapping instances, and count its size. Since the instance graph
contains all information about the instances and their overlaps, it is sufficient
to define this type of support function over the instance graph. A set of non-
overlapping instances maps uniquely to an independent set in the instance graph
- i.e. a set of vertices in the instance graph, none of which are connected by an
edge in the instance graph.

One particular such measure is the size of the largest independent set in the
instance graph. Our results justify using the maximum independent set size as
a support measure.

Corollary 3.17. Maximum independent set size of IP is an admissible support
measure.

Proof. Clearly, edge removal does not decrease the size of the maximum inde-
pendent set of a graph, and neither does node addition, since no edges between
existing nodes in the graph are added. Thus, it suffices to show that clique
contraction cannot decrease this size. Let s be an independent set of maximum
size in IP , and let K be a clique in IP . Observe that clique contraction adds no
edges to nodes outside of K (other than to k, the “contracted clique” new node).
Thus, if K contains no nodes from s, then s is still an independent set after the
operation. Alternately, K contains exactly one node v from s (there cannot be
more than one node of K from s). None of the neigbours of v are in s, and thus,
by construction of the clique contraction operator, none of the neighbours of k
after the operation are in s. Since no edges except some incident on k are added
by the operator, then (s \ {v}) ∪ {k} is an independent set after the operation,
and its is size is not less than |s|, as required �

It is unfortunate that the problem of determining the maximum independent set
size in a graph is NP-hard, and hence independent set size is not very efficient
as a support measure in the worst case. However, in practice, that is not likely
to be a problem, for several reasons:

1. The computational cost of finding the instances in a large dataset may
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be greater than that of finding the independent set, and therefore other
tasks that are presumed hard in the worst case (in particular, finding an
a subgraph isomorphism) may overshadow the support computation.

2. The topology of the instance graph for realistic datasets and candidate
patterns is unlikely to result in a hard problem instance (see below). This
was also shown in the experimental evaluation on both synthetic and real-
life graphs as reported in [29] and [27].

3. In many cases, support is only computed in a graph mining algorithm in
order to decide whether or not the candidate pattern is frequent (and if
not, the pattern is discarded anyway). An approximation or a bound of
the independent set size may well be sufficient to make a decision (for
example, finding one independent set of size higher than the threshold
means that the pattern is frequent, regardless of the size of the maximum
independent set). Such an approximation is also used by [14].

Observe that this support measure clearly reduces to the standard support
measure of transaction databases, since transactions are considered indepen-
dent from each other, and the maximum independent set size simply equals the
number of transactions containing the pattern.

5.2 Other Support Measures

Another intuitive support measure is weighted instance count. The idea is to
count each instance only partially, depending on how many overlaps it has with
other instances. Formally, in terms of the instance graph, this measure is:
weighted sum over the nodes in the instance graph, where the weight of each
node is a reciprocal of its degree d(v), i.e.:

S1(I) =
∑

v∈IP

1

d(v) + 1

In our early graph-mining research we initially attempted to use the measure
S1, but later on suspected that it was not admissible. Nevertheless, we had to
work rather hard to come up with a counter-example in the form of a pattern, a
sub-pattern, and a dataset. Using our main result, it is sufficient to show a case
where S1 decreases under node addition. This is easily done - the simplest such
case is where IP consists of two nodes connected by an edge, thus S1(IP ) = 2,
but after adding a new node and its edges we have S1 = 1

2
+ 1

2
+ 1

2
< 2 (see

Figure 6). Hence, S1 decreases under node addition and is thus not admissible.
Obviously, our results also imply that no monotonic function of S1 can be an
admissible support measure. Note that for the measure defined earlier, size of
the independent set, in both cases here the independent set size is 2. A function
that approximates the independent set size might be an admissible support
measure, but there are no known good approximations, at least not in closed
form.
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Figure 6: Weighted count measure

5.3 Other Applications of Our Results

Several graph-mining problems restrict the topology of either patterns, or datasets,
or both. Observe that all of our results hold for the case where the patterns
are restricted to be tree-shaped, as long as the datasets can be general graphs,
because our proofs only used tree-shaped patterns. If we restrict datasets to be
tree-shaped as well, our sufficient conditions would still hold, but the necessary
conditions may no longer apply.

Other possible graphs of interest are unlabeled graphs, directed graphs, and
alternate definitions of the instance graph. First, consider the sufficient con-
ditions for admissibility. Here, the only property of the pattern and dataset
graphs that we used was: if instances of subpattern intersect, then instances of
the superpattern also intersect. Clearly this property holds w.r.t. edge inter-
section for both directed and unlabeled graphs (and also for directed unlabeled
graphs). Thus, our sufficient conditions hold for these types of graphs as well.

Allowing a different definition of instance graph makes the issue a bit trickier.
For example, redefine intersection between instances to be: instances intersect
if they have common nodes. Note that the resulting instance graph will then
be denser than an instance graph defined by edge intersection, because edge
intersection implies node intersection, but not vice-versa.
Conjecture. Sufficient conditions of admissibility hold for instance graphs
based on node intersection.

As to the necessary conditions for admissibility, again our result should hold.
For directed labeled graphs, simply direct the edges in the pattern and dataset
in any arbitrary but consistent manner, for example from top to bottom. The
construction and proof are unchanged. For unlabeled graphs the situation is
trickier, since the pattern must be considerably enlarged (e.g. by encoding labels
as part of the graph topology) to ensure that no spurious instances appear, but
it should be possible. The directed unlabeled case is somewhat easier, because
edge directions allow more structure that prevents spurious instances in the
construction.
Open question. Are the necessary conditions hold for instance graphs based
on node intersection.

Another possible application for our results is for data minining tasks other than
graph mining, but such that instance relationships and support can be stated
in terms of instance graphs. Observe that this is trivially the case for itemsets
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in transaction databases, where the instance graph has no edges. However, a
non-trivial mapping would occur in data mining in the face of abstractions or
generalizations [25], when considering support measures that may count more
than one occurrence within a single transaction.

Conclusions

In this paper we discussed a general notion of support especially useful for min-
ing of graph datasets and databases. We defined the concept of admissible
support measures and proved sufficient and necessary conditions for admissibil-
ity. An intuitive measure (size of maximum independent set) was presented and
shown to be admissible. This latter measure was already used in two other pa-
pers on graph mining. Future work includes finding other instances of admissible
support measure which are of interest for different classes of graphs.
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Appendix A

In this appendix, we prove the loop invariant for Theorem 1.

Loop invariant: an edge {v, w}, consisting of nodes from IP , is in IpP at the
end of step 3 unless one of the following conditions occurs:

1. Either v or w or both are are not in IpP .

2. The instances µ(w) and µ(v) have no edge intersections in D.

3. π(v) 6= ⊥or π(w) 6= ⊥, but not both (w.l.o.g. let π(w) 6= ⊥) and
π(w)‖Dµ(v). (i.e. node v outside the clique was not mapped yet, and
the superinstance represented by v does not intersect the subinstance rep-
resented by w.)

4. Both π(v) 6= ⊥and π(w) 6= ⊥, and π(w)‖Dπ(v). (I.e. the two nodes were
mapped to subinstances, but the subinstances do not intersect.)

Proof. By induction, using the properties of the algorithm and the Contract()
operation. The base case is I0

pP = IP , where the invariant holds by definition
of instance graphs, and where all missing edges are due to condition 2.

Now, assume that the loop invariant holds for Ii−1

pP , that is, just before iteration
i of the loop. The only operation on the graph is Contract(), which operates on
a clique of nodes V .1 Now, edges deleted by the operation are always deleted
together with at least one of their incident nodes (thus falling under condition
1), except for edges incident on k, the clique representative. It is thus sufficient
to show that the dropped edges of the type {k, v} (with v 6∈ V ) obey conditions
3 or 4. 2

1Incidentally, note that the nodes V must form a clique in IP because the nodes of V stand

for superinstances of the same subinstance, thus must have a non-empty edge intersection in

D.
2Note that µ(k) is defined for all nodes k of Ii−1

pP
, see section 3.1.
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Step 2 guarantees that the clique nodes V are (some of the) nodes w such that
µ(w) is a supergraph of the subinstance µ(u), and that all of the nodes w ∈ V
are unmarked and π(w) = ⊥ before the Contract() operation, by construction.

Suppose that π(v) = ⊥ before the Contract() operation. Since π(w) = ⊥ for all
w ∈ V , the edges in Ii−1

pP are determined by condition 2, due to the induction

assumption. For an edge {k, v} not to be in Ii
pP in this case requires that for

some node w ∈ V , there is no edge {w, v} in Ii−1

pP . But if for the sub-pattern
π(k) = µ(u) we have µ(u)∧µ(v), then intersection µ(v)∧µ(w) must also hold for
all of the superpatterns µ(w), and thus, according to the induction assumption,
the edge {w, v}is in Ii−1

pP . Thus, condition 3 is obeyed.

The last case is where π(v) 6= ⊥. According to the induction assumption, the
edges incident on v before the Contract() operation are determined by condition
3: if there is no edge {k, v} in Ii−1

pP then µ(k)‖Dπ(v). Since µ(u) is a subinstance
of µ(k), then µ(u)‖Dπ(v) and thus also π(k)‖Dπ(v) after the operation, as
required by condition 4. Now, suppose that there is an edge intersection between
π(k) = µ(u) and π(v), implying an edge {k, v} in Ii−1

pP . This edge is dropped by

the operation only if for some w ∈ V , there is no edge {w, v} in Ii−1

pP , and thus
µ(w)‖Dπ(v), according to the induction assumption. However, since µ(w) is a
supergraph of µ(u), this also implies π(v)‖Dµ(u) and since π(k) = µ(u), also
π(v)‖Dπ(k), as required by condition 4. This completes the proof of the loop
invariant. �

Appendix B

Description of a pattern and database construction

In the proof of necessary conditions for admissibility of support measures, a
dataset was constructed for a given instance graph and operation, and we argued
intuitively that IP is the instance graph of P in D, and that the Ip obtained
by the operation is the instance graph of the sub-pattern p in D. This claim
is formally proved below. Although construction order and the exact legs or
arms of the instances made to overlap are arbitrary (as long as the intersection
condition is observed), we specify an exact ordering below, in order to allow for
an explicit proof of the graph properties. As in the proof for sufficient conditions,
we use the notation µ(v) to refer to the instance of P in D represented by v ∈ VP ,
and π(u) to refer to the instance of p in D represented by u.

Additionally, for every node v ∈ VP , assume some total ordering of the edges,
and number them from 1 to d(v). For an edge e, denote its number according
to the ordering at node v by Num(e, v). Likewise, for every instance g of p
to be constructed in D, order the legs arbitrarily, and number them from 1 to
|VP | (the ith leg is then referred to as Leg(i, g)). Similarly number the arms
of all instances G of P , and denote each arm by Arm(i, G). Observe that the
ordering of the same edge for different nodes in IP does not necessarily have
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to agree, and likewise, the same leg is allowed to have a different number in
different instances.

During the construction, we represented |VP | instances of P , and in addition
possibly instances of p that are not subinstances of any instance of P . The in-
tersections between instances need to be such that instances intersect just when
specifically indicated in the construction process. When we refer to construction
of the dataset according to the required operations (defined below), we intend
the following procedure:

1. For v ∈ VP construct a node labeled c, denoted henceforth by c(µ(v)).

2. For each arm overlap Arm(i, µ(v)) = Arm(j, µ(v′)) specified in the con-
struction, create one new arm (i.e. two nodes labeled d linked by an edge),
and from one of these new nodes add an edge to c(µ(v)) and an edge to
c(µ(v′)). 3

3. For each dataset node x labeled c, complete the top part, by constructing
the requisite number of additional new arms, if needed, and connecting
each of them to x with a new edge. (Recall that the total number of arms
adjacent to x should be δ).

4. For each v ∈ VP such that µ(v) is not required to be in a full bottom
overlap, construct a node labeled b, denoted henceforth by b(µ(v)), and
connect it by a new edge to c(µ(v)).

5. For each set V ⊆ VP required to to be in a full bottom overlap (with k the
node representing V ), construct one node labeled b, denoted henceforth
by b(µ(k)), and connect it by one new edge to c(µ(v)) for each v ∈ V .
(Note that there at most one such bottom overlap in the construction).

6. For each instance graph node u added by the add-node operator, construct
a node b, denoted by b(π(u)).

7. For each leg overlap Leg(i, µ(v)) = Leg(j, µ(v′)) (or Leg(i, µ(v)) = Leg(j, π(v′)))
specified in the construction, create one new leg (i.e. two nodes labeled
a linked by an edge), and from one of these new nodes add an edge to
b(µ(v)) and an edge to b(µ(v′)), or to b(π(v′)), respectively.

8. For each dataset node x labeled b, complete the bottom part, by construct-
ing the requisite number of additional new legs, and connecting each of
them to x with a new edge. (Recall that the total number of legs adjacent
to x should be |VP |).

3Observe that P has δ arms, an thus Arm(i, µ(v)) is a well defined subgraph of µ(v), and

so is Arm(j, µ(v)′), and also a node labeled c will never have more than δ adjacent nodes

labeled d. A similar claim holds in step 7, w.r.t. the number of adjacent nodes labeled a,

which is |VP |.
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Construction properties

The above construction mechanism achieves the desired basic properties, as
follows:

Proposition A.1: By constructing D using the above mechanism, the following
properties, concerning number and identity of instances, hold:

1. There is a bijection from Vp to instances of P in D.

2. Every instance g of p in D is either a subgraph of an instance of P in D,
or is an instance represented by a unique added instance graph node u,
but not both.

3. Every instance G of P contains exactly one instance g of p.

Proof (part 1): By construction, one unique node x = µ(c(v)) exists for each
v ∈ VP . We can observe that each such node is in exactly one instance of P
in D, as follows. Each such node x has exactly one adjacent node labeled b,
and δ nodes labeled d. Also, each node labeled d has exactly one adjacent node
labeled d. Thus, x defines a unique torso and top of an instance of P . Likewise,
by construction, each node labeled b has exactly |VP | adjacent nodes labeled a,
each of which has exactly one adjacent node labeled a. Thus, x also defines a
unique bottom, and therefore a unique instance G of P . We denote this unique
instance of v by µ(v).

Proof (part 2): The only nodes labeled b are added to D in steps 4, 5, or 6, for
some node v (either a node in VP or a new node u) . Let x be a node labeled b
in D. By construction, x has |VP | adjacent nodes labeled a, each of which has
exactly one adjacent node labeled a. Thus, x defines a unique instance g of p
in D, henceforth denoted by π(v). Now, if x is generated in steps 4 or 5, then
it is a subgraph of an instance of P . Otherwise, it is generated in step 6 for an
added instance graph node u, in which case it has no adjacent node labeled c,
and thus cannot be a subgraph of an instance of P . �

Proposition A.2 (intersection property): Using the construction of D as above,
the following properties hold w.r.t. intersection of pattern instances:

1. Every two instances G1, G2 of P specifically constructed with an inter-
section of types I1, I2, I3, (bottom overlap, leg overlap, or arm overlap)
have a non-empty edge intersection in D. For leg overlaps, this implied
non-empty edge intersection of the respective sub-instances g1, g2. Every
two instances g1, g2 of p specifically constructed with an intersection of
types I1, I2, I4, (bottom overlap, and two types of leg overlap) have a
non-empty edge intersection in D.

2. Two instances G1, G2 of P have a non-empty edge intersection in D only
if G1 and G2 have been explicitly constructed to (either arm, or leg, or
full bottom) intersect, or if G1 (orG2) has a bottom intersect with another
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instance G3, and G3 has been explicitly constructed to leg-intersect G2

(or G1, respectively), or if any of the above conditions hold w.r.t. a
subinstance of either or both G1, G2.

3. Two instances g1, g2 of p have a non-empty edge intersection in D only if
g1 and g2 (or their respective super instances G1, G2) have been explicitly
constructed to (either leg or full bottom) intersect, or if g1 (or g2) has a
full bottom intersect with another instance g3, and g3 (or superinstance
G3) has been explicitly constructed to leg-intersect g2 (or g1, respectively).

Proof (part 1): Immediate from the construction of the intersecting edges in
these cases.

Proof (part 2): Let instances G1 ∧ G2 such that edge e ∈ G1 and e ∈ G2.
Observe first that due to the construction, instance overlaps occur only due to
edges labeled {d, d}, or edges labeled {a, a}, so in is sufficient to check these two
cases.4 First, let e be labeled {d, d}. In this case, if e were constructed in step
3, then this edge is explicitly constructed as leg of only one instance, and thus
must have been constructed in step 2, as an explicit arm overlap.

Otherwise, e must be labeled {a, a}, and thus constructed either during step 7 or
during step 8. Assume the latter, meaning that e is a leg adjacent (via an edge
labeled {a, b}) to exactly one node x labeled b. In order to be in both instances, x
must have been generated in step 5, and the instances G1, G2 explicitly specified
as a bottom overlap. Alternately, e must have been constructed in step 7, as
part of an explicit leg overlap between some instances G3, G4, with respective
nodes x3, x4 labeled b. If either x3 or x4 are in both G1, G2, this is due to an
explicit bottom overlap as above. So assume w.l.o.g. that x3 is in G1, and x4 is
in G2. Now, since we allow only one node labeled b to be generated in step 5, at
assume w.l.o.g. that x3 was generated in step 4, and is part of a unique instance
of P , and thus G3 = G1. If x4 is were also generated in step 4, then G4 = G2,
and thus e is due to an explicit leg overlap, and we are done. If x4 was generated
in step 5, then G4 must have a full bottom overlap with G2. Thus, G1 = G3

has an explicit leg overlap with G4, which has an explicit bottom overlap with
G2. All these cases are covered by the conditions, which proves this part of the
proposition.

Proof (part 3): Straightforward, using similar arguments to the proof of part
2, while noting that instances of p cannot participate in an arm overlap (since
they have no arms). �

Using the above construction scheme, we review the construction of the dataset
for each of the three operation types, this time specifying the intersections for-
mally and proving that indeed the dataset has the required properties w.r.t. the
given instance graphs.

4Although overlaps at edges labeled {a, b} can occur, in these cases there will always also

be an overlap of an edge labeled {a, a}.
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Construction for A1 - clique contraction Let IP be an arbitrary undi-
rected graph. Let K be the contracted clique, V be the set of the nodes in the
contracted clique, and k be the node representing the clique (and remaining
after contraction). Let Ip be the undirected graph resulting from the operation
k = contract(K) in IP . The dataset DA1 consists of |VP | instances of P , such
that |V | of them (the ones corresponding to the contracted clique) intersect by
(full) bottom overlap (i.e. Bottom(µ(v)) = Bottom(µ(k)) = Bottom(π(k)) =
π(k) for all v ∈ V ). The intersections among the other instances are deter-
mined by IP as follows. Let v, w ∈ VP \ V . The instances µ(v) and µ(w) have
a leg overlap just when {v, w} ∈ EP , specifically Leg(Num({v, w}, v), µ(v)) =
Leg(Num({v, w}, w), µ(w)). Now, partition the set of nodes VP \ V into VA,
the set of nodes adjacent to k after the contraction (in IP , these nodes are
adjacent to all nodes in V ), and VO, the set of nodes not adjacent to k after
the contraction. For every v ∈ VA, let µ(v) have a leg overlap with µ(k), i.e.
Leg(Num({v, k}, v), µ(v)) = Leg(Num({v, k}, k), µ(k)). For every v ∈ VO and
w ∈ V such that {v, w} ∈ EP , let µ(v) have an arm overlap with µ(w), i.e.
Arm(Num({v, w}, v), µ(v)) = Arm(Num({v, w}, w), µ(w)).

Claim: IP and Ip are instance graphs of P and p in DA1, respectively.

Proof : We partition all possible pairs of nodes v, w ∈ VP into 4 disjoint cases,
as follows:

1. v, w ∈ VP \ V . In this case if v, w ∈ EP then µ(v) ∧ µ(w) due to the
fact that Leg(Num({v, w}, v), µ(v)) = Leg(Num({v, w}, w), µ(w)) in the
construction. Due to the intersection condition, µ(v)∧µ(w) only if v, w ∈
EP , as required. Now, since π(v) = Bottom(µ(v)) for all nodes in this
case, then π(v) ∧ π(w) if and only if v, w ∈ Ep.

2. v, w ∈ V . In this case, Bottom(µ(v)) = π(k) was explicitly set in the
construction for all v ∈ V , and thus µ(v) ∧ µ(w) for all v, w ∈ V . As the
nodes of V are a clique in IP , the intersections between the instances are
exactly as required in this case. For the instance graph Ip, the single node
k represents the single instance π(k), and no edges (or intersections) exist.

3. One of the nodes (let it be v, w.l.o.g.) is in VA, and the other node (w) is
in V . In this case, µ(v) ∧ π(k) due to a leg intersection by construction,
and thus µ(v) ∧ µ(w) because Bottom(w) = π(k). Now, for every w, v in
this case, {w, v} ∈ EP , because otherwise {v, k} 6∈ Ep, by definition of
the clique contraction operator. Thus, this part of the instance graph IP

correctly represents DA1. Now, since v ∈ VA just when {v, k} ∈ Ep, in
this case µ(v)∧π(k) by leg intersection, and thus π(v)∧π(k), as required
for Ip to be an instance graph.

4. One of the nodes (let it be v, w.l.o.g.) is in VO, and the other node (w) is in
V . In this case, {w, v} ∈ EP if and only if Arm(Num({v, w}, v), µ(v)) =
Arm(Num({v, w}, w), µ(w)). Note that these arm intersections contribute
no intersections between instances of p. This is correct for represent-
ing Ip, because for nodes in this case, either w 6666∈ Vp, or w = k but
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{v, k} 6∈ Ep, as required. Edges of IP in this case are also correctly repre-
sented by intersections in the dataset, because due to the intersection con-
dition these instances intersect if and only if Arm(Num({v, w}, v), µ(v)) =
Arm(Num({v, w}, w), µ(w)).

Since the above cases cover all the possible edges in the instance graphs, and in
all the cases an edge is in the instance graph just when the respective instances
intersect, this proves that IP and Ip are the instance graphs P and p in DA1,
respectively.�

Construction for A2 - node addition

Let IP be an arbitrary undirected graph, u = Add(), and Ip be the graph re-
sulting from this node-addition operation. The dataset DA2 consists of |VP | in-
stances of P (each also containing one instance of p), and one additional instance
π(u) of p, with the intersections among instances determined by IP as follows.
For all v, w ∈ VP , the instances µ(v) and µ(w) have a leg overlap just when
{v, w} ∈ EP . The instance π(u) has a (partial) leg overlap with all other in-
stances. Specifically, let Leg(Num({v, w}, v), µ(v)) = Leg(Num({v, w}, w), µ(w)),
and for all v′ ∈ IP let Leg(|IP |), µ(v′)) = Leg(i(v′), π(u)) with v′ ∈ IP indexed
by i(v′), an arbitrary total ordering of the nodes of Ip.

Claim: IP and Ip are instance graphs of P and p in DA2, respectively.

Proof : By construction, since each leg of each instance is identified with at
most one other leg, the intersection condition is obeyed. Thus, only the intended
intersections among instances occur. Instances of P intersect just when a leg
overlap between them occurs (no other overlaps were constructed), and therefore
by construction {v, w} ∈ EP just when µ(v)∧µ(w). Therefore IP is an instance
graph of P in DA2. Now, leg intersections µ(v)∧µ(w) also imply the intersection
g(µ(v)) ∧ g(µ(w)), of the respective instances of p, and thus π(v) ∧ π(w), so all
edges in EP are also in Ip. In addition, Ip has edges {u, v} for all nodes v ∈ IP ,
and constructed leg intersections ensure that µ(v′) ∧ π(u) for all v′ ∈ VP , and
as a result also π(v′)∧π(u). Therefore, {v, w} ∈ Ep just when π(v)∧π(w), and
Ip is an instance graph of p in DA2 . �

Construction for A3 - edge removal Let IP be an arbitrary undirected
graph, and Ip the graph resulting from Remove(e), with

e = {v, v′} the removed edge. The dataset DA3 consists just of |VP | instances of
P (each also containing one instance of p, such that π(v) = g(µ(v))), with the in-
tersections among instances determined by IP as follows. For all u,w ∈ VP , the
instances µ(u) and µ(w) have a leg overlap just when {u,w} ∈ EP −{e}, and an
arm overlap just for {µ(v), µ(v′)}. Specifically, let Leg(Num({u,w}, u), µ(u)) =
Leg(Num({u,w}, w), µ(w)) just when {u,w} ∈ EP−{e}, and Arm(Num({v, v′}, v), µ(v)) =
Arm(Num({v, v′}, v′), µ(v′)).

Claim: IP and Ip are instance graphs of P and p in DA3, respectively.

Proof : By construction, since each arm (or leg) of each instance is identified
with at most one other arm (or leg, respectively), the intersection condition
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is obeyed. Thus, only the intended intersections among instances occur. By
construction, {u,w} ∈ Ep just when π(u)∧π(w), because instances of p intersect
just when there is a leg overlap between π(u) and π(w). Therefore, Ip is and
instance graph of p in DA3. Likewise, instances of P intersect just when there
is either an arm or leg overlap, and therefore by construction {u,w} ∈ EP just
when µ(u) ∧ µ(w). Therefore IP is an instance graph of P in DA3.�
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